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The present invention has reference to an improved 
sheet metal blade or vane for axial blowers and to a new 
and improved method for the production of such vane. 

Although the use of sheet metal vanes is known for 
wall ventilators and also for tubular axial blowers, in 
such instance there was only used sheet iron or steel with 
relatively thick walls in order to enable welding of the 
vane to the steel hub of the ventilator. Even though a 
considerable reduction of the weight of the ‘vanes and 
thus the weight of the impeller provides important ad 
vantages it has been found that thin wall sheet steel causes 
great di?iculties during welding to the steel hub of the 
impeller and, furthermore, has the tendency to distort. 
Likewise, the use of aluminium sheet for this purpose has 
not proven to be satisfactory since with the welding of 
aluminium a week location ‘appears at the welding seam. 

Accordingly, it is a primary object of the present in 
vention to provide an improved construction of vane or 
blade for axial blowers or the like operating at relatively 
high pressures and high rotational speeds which enables 
the use of thin wall sheets, particularly aluminium sheets. 
A further important object of this invention has refer 

ence to an improved method ‘of manufacturing vanes for 
use with axial ventilators and the like. 
Another speci?c object of this invention concerns itself 

with the construction of an improved blade or vane for 
?uid-?ow machinery, such as axial ventilators, which is 
relatively easy ‘and inexpensive to manufacture, provides 
good operating e?iciency, is simple to mount to the hub 
of the impeller, even can be repositioned after mounting. 
The vane or blade designed according to the teachings 

of the present invention generally comprises a folded sheet 
strip and exhibits a vane portion and a ?exed, slightly 
‘arched i.e. slightly convexed base portion. It is to be 
understood that the inventive blade can be used for prac 
tically all ventilators, for instance wall ventilators. 
The method of the invention for the manufacture of 

a sheet metal vane is generally characterized by the fea 
tures that a sheet metal strip is cut substantially trape 
zoidal and stamped or otherwise formed into a twisted 
vane, at the wide end of the vane there is formed a base 
portion which is ?exed at approximately right-angles to 
the vane proper. This base portion is then formed so as 
to possess a slightly arched con?guration, i.e. is slightly 
convex, and the fold edge between vane portion and 
base portion de?nes the transition from a substantially 
cylindrical surface into a partial sphere or spherical shell. 
By virtue of the inventive vane or blade construction 

it is possible to dispense with welding of the vane to 
the impeller hub, and, for example, to use a screw con 
nection. Consequently, it is possible to use thin wall 
sheet metal e.g. aluminium as material for forming the 
inventive vanes. 
Use of a screw connection enables adjustment and 

subsequently re-positioning of the inlet or approach angle 
of the blade. Due to this possibility there is effectively 
overcome a major disadvantage of previous sheet metal 
vanes, namely impossibility of subsequently accommodat 
ing their approach ‘angle to momentarily encountered 
operating conditions. This possibility of re-positioning 
is subordinate for so-called pro?led vanes since in con 
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trast with sheet vanes deviations of the output from the 
rated value does not bring about important disadvantages 
for a large e?iciency range. Previously, a sheet metal 
vane or blade was only practically as aerodynamically 
efficient as a pro?led vane in the so-called “optimum 
point.” However, the present invention renders it pos 
sible to provide a new and improved sheet vane possess 
ing all of the advantages of the pro?led vane and the 
sheet vane and still further advantages, and at the same 
time does not possess all essential disadvantages of both 
these type vanes. 

Other features, objects and advantages of the inven 
tion will become apparent by reference to the following 
detailed description and drawing in which: 
FIGURE 1 is a perspective view of an impeller de 

signed according to the teachings of the present inven 
tion wherein one vane has been removed to facilitate 
illustration of details of the impeller hub; and 
FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a new and improved 

impeller vane designed according to the invention. 
Describing now the drawing, by referring to FIGURE 

1 it will be seen that the individual sheet or sheet metal 
vanes 1 are screw-connected or threaded for instance 
with a spherical-shaped impeller hub 2. Each inventive 
impeller vane 1 is composed of a thin-walled, bent sheet 
strip and possesses ‘a twisted vane portion 3 and an arched 
e.g. slightly convex, ?exed base portion 4 appropriately 
accommodated to the outer surface 2a of the impeller 
hub 2. It will be further observed that this base por 
tion 4 exhibits a centering hole 5 arranged at the axis 
S—S passing through the center of gravity of the vane 
portion 3. A pivot bolt 15 or equivalent structure, con 
veniently shown in phantom lines in FIGURE 2, is re 
ceivable in the ‘centering 'hole 5 and engages with a cen 
tering hole 8 (FIGURE 1) provided at the impeller hub 
2. Base portion 4 also is seen to possess two further 
apertures or holes 6 and 7. In addition to a centering 
hole 8 provided at the impeller hub 2 at the location of 
attachment of each vane 1 there is further provided two 
rarcuate-shaped slots 9, 10, typically kidney-shaped, 
through each of which there piercingly extends a re 
spective connecting screw 11 and 12 passing through the 
holes 6 and 7 respectively of the base portion 4. To 
complete the connection non-illustrated nuts are threaded 
at the inner surface of the impeller hub 2 to the screws 11 
and 12. 

Since the pressed or stamped hollow substantially 
spherical-shaped base portion 4 of each vane 1 exhibits 
an internal radius corresponding to the outer'radius of 
the impeller hub 2, the vane 1, speci?cally its base por 

7 tion 4 snugly bears against the hub 2 in any given po 
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sition. Such also permits adjustment of the angular po 
sition of the vane 1 about its prescribed axis of rotation, 
and with the aid of the slots 8 and 9 and the screws 11 
and 12 respectively the desired position at the hub 2 is 
?xed. As previously mentioned each vane 1 is provided 
with a pivot pin 15 arranged in the centering hole 5 and 
extending out of the base portion 4 for engagement with 
a centering hole 8 of the hub 2, to thereby permit turn 
ing of the relevant vane 1 about its center of gravity axis 
S—S. 
The previously described vane construction permits the 

use of thin sheet and the use ‘of aluminium as the material 
for the vanes due to dispensing with a welding operation 
and by utilizing a screw-connection. As a result, there 

. is provided a considerable saving in weight in contrast 

70 

with the previously known thick-walled sheet iron or steel 
vanes and the pro?led vanes. Consequently, the impeller 
possesses smaller inertia during starting and stopping, so 
that smaller imbalance is obtained and balancing of the 
impeller is considerably simpli?ed. 
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Furthermore, the use of aluminium sheet enables pro 
duction of impellers which are corrosion resistant, and 
the vanes need not be provided with a costly protective 
layer safeguarding against corrosion as was previously 
the case. Moreover, the use of a simple screw connection 
in place of cumbersome welding of the vanes brings 
about considerable saving in costs and the time for mount 
ing, so that no skilled labor is required. 
Due ot the relatively light weight of the inventive 

vane relatively small centrifugal forces appear at the im 
peller, so that the impeller hub can likewise be constructed 
of lighter weight than was previously the case. Hence, 
the overall construction including shaft, bearings, hous 
ing and foundation can be made lighter, thereby bringing 
about a further saving in cost. 

Moreover, by using thin-walled sheets there are obtained 
considerably thinner discharge edges at the vanes, so that 
reduced tunbulence at such ‘location results in better ef 
?ciencies and less noise than previously. It need not be 
particularly stressed that ‘both these factors play an 
important role in ventilators. There is still further men 
tioned that the invention provides an improvement of ?ow 
conditions at the inlet edge of the vane due to the use of 
thin-walled sheets. 
The inventive vane is considerably lighter than the 

known pro?led vanes either cast or machined as solid 
Ibodies. This is likewise true for vanes formed of plastic, 
wood or other non-metallic materials. 
A further advantage of the inventive sheet metal vane 

in comparison with known pro?led vanes is the smooth 
ness of its surface. While with known pro?led vanes it 
is only possible to obtain a smooth surface by a subse 
quent costly treatment, for instance by polishing, the 
inventive vane makes it possible to even obtain a mirror 
smooth surface by proper selection of the vane sheet 
metal, and, thus, there can be obtained a vane with better 
e?iciency without additional processing. 

In addition to a surface treatment the cast vanes con 
structed as pro?led solid bodies require an extensive after 
treatment, among other things threading has to be cut for 
the attachment bolts, the vane edges at the inside and out 
side have to be exactly faced, and the axis of rotation has 
to be determined. In contradistinction, the inventive vane 
does not require any after-treating steps, resulting in a 
considerable saving in cost. 
A further disadvantage of the cast pro?led vanes not 

present with the inventive vane is the irregularity in the 
vane weight which unfavorably affects balancing, so that 
mounting of the impeller requires a great deal of time 
and effort. Due to the uniformity in weight of the inven 
tive sheet vane mounting at the impeller is considerably 
simpli?ed. 

Since the inventive vane has its axis of rotation coin 
ciding with the center of gravity axis turning of the vane 
does not result in any shifting of the center of gravity. 
This provides a considerable advantage since changing of 
the vane angle is possible without requiring subsequent 
balancing. With most of the cast, pro?led vanes generally 
used in ventilators the axis of the attachment bolts does 
not coincide with the center of gravity axis of the vane, 
so that upon rotating the vane there is produced a new 
imbalance. Since ‘balancing of the impeller usually en 
tails returning it to the manufacturer-not possible in 
many cases—there is generally foregone any re-adjust 

Thus, the possibility of accommodat 
ing the vane angle to momentarily encountered operating 
conditions becomes illusory and these pro?led vanes are 
practically used as rigidly mounted vanes. 

It is further mentioned that with certain special vane 
construction ‘for axial ventilators or turbines it is known 
to have the axis of rotation coincide with the axis of the 
center of gravity, whereby however, it must be under 
scored that in so doing certain technical di?iculties and 
considerable increase in cost is associated therewith. Ro 
tating the vane about its center of gravity axis is possible 
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4. 
in the present instance without increased costs due to the 
inventive construction incorporating a lateral base portion 
against which bear externally of the rotational axis of the 
vane the attachment screws. With the exception of cer 
tain very expensive casting processes there are no casting 
processes for pro?led vanes which result in such a uni‘ 
formly cast vane that the theoretical center of gravity 
axis coincides with the actual center of gravity axis. On 
the other hand, the inventive light-weight sheet metal vane 
for the ?rst time renders it possible to bring into coin 
cidence, in the most simple manner, the rotational axis and 
the center of gravity axis. 

Furthermore, by referring to FIGURE 1 it will be rec 
ognized that it is possible without any considerable further 
cost to provide an angle adjustment scale 16 at the base 
portion 4 of the vane 1 which cooperates with a, mark 
ing 17 located at the impeller hub 2 in order to facilitate 
adjustment of the angle of attack of the vane 1. Conse 
quently, the ?exed base portion 4 not only permits turning 
of ‘the vane 1 with constant position of its center of 
‘gravity, rather also very simple and exact adjustment of 
its position. 
The good hearing or contact of the base portion 4 of 

the inventive vane 1 with the impeller hub 2 further pro 
vides tight sealing, this not being previously possible with 
rotatable pro?led vanes without di?iculty. Air-tight seal 
ing between vane 1 and impeller hub 2 provides higher 
efficiency and reduced air noise. 

It is further mentioned that the hollow partial sphere 
shaped or arched base portion 4 constructed as an integral 
Component of the vane 1 strengthens this vane at the zone 
most subjected to load. The fold edge or line 18 of the 
base portion 4 to a certain extent provides the transition 
of one partial sphere into a second partial sphere, so that 
even with relatively thin sheets there is imparted to this 
edge a particularly high strength and stiffness, Due to 
this substantially convex or spherical-shaped con?guration 
of the base portion 4 of the vane 1 tensile and bending 
loads can be transmitted up to both connecting screws 
11, 12 without deformation of base portion 4. Since the 
strongly curved base portions 4 are ?xedly screwed to the 
region of the impeller hub 2 most subjected to load and 
serve as reinforcement of the hub it is possible to use a 
light-weight impeller construction. 

It is important for ventilator impellers to maintain a 
uniform impeller gap between the tips of the vanes and 
the ventilator housing in order that the ef?ciency is not 
impaired. Therefore, the spacing of all blade or vane 
tips from the axis of the impeller must be held within very 
narrow limits. In prior art impellers having heavy pro 
?led vanes, the tips of the vanes were milled after the 
vanes were mounted upon the impeller hub. This expen 
sive operation, for instance milling or grinding of the vane 
tips, up to the present was avoided with rigid sheet metal 
vanes, ?rstly, because such was associated with difficulties, 
and secondly, because the opinion prevailed that sheet 
metal vanes at any rate were cheap alternatives having 
poor ef?ciency. 

Since the inventive vane construction should at least 
be equally e?icient in all respects to all previous. con 
structions, a uniform impeller gap can be obtained if from 
the start all vanes are formed somewhat short, whereby 
during mounting the vanes can be brought to the desired 
external diameter of the impeller by using underlays or 
supports formed of thin foils or sheets. This renders it 
possible to satisfactorily avoid subsequent working of 
the vane tips. 

In order to ensure against any displacement of the 
rotational axis during turning of the vane, particularly 
with impellers rotating at high speeds, each base portion 
4 of the vane 1 can be provided with the previously con 
sidered pin 15 engaging in an associated guide hole 8 
provided at the impeller hub 2, such pin serving as pivot 
shaft or axis for the vane. 
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To simplify cutting of the sheet metal vane from a strip 
of sheet and to make the punching or stamp-ing tools 
necessary for such work cheaper, the present invention 
contemplates cutting a sheet metal strip into trapezoidal 
shape. Moreover, according to the invention, this sheet 
metal strip is pressed or otherwise formed into a twisted 
vane and at its wide end there is ?exed at approximately 
right angles to the twisted vane portion the base portion 
4. The latter is formed so as to be slightly convex, 
whereby the fold line or edge 18 between vane portion 
3 and base portion 4 forms the transition of a substantially 
cylindrical generated surface int-o a substantially partial 
sphere. As a result, aerodynamic design of the sheet 
metal vanes is such that ‘both lengthwise edges of the 
cut vane are linear. 
Although in most instances it would be desirable to 

provide the impeller with tan in?ow hood to increase the 
ef?ciency, this expedient has previously been dispensed 
with since such hood must be separately manufactured 
and subsequently connected with the ventilator housing. 
These additional costs could not be readily justi?ed. 

However, since the impeller hub 2 of the inventive 
axial ventilator can be manufactured of sheet metal it is 
possible to construct this impeller hub 2 in such a man 
ner that its forward portion 2b is e?ective as an in?ow 
hood, so that without any considerable increased cost there 
is obtained a combined impeller hub and in?ow hood 2, 
212 respectively. 
With previously known impellers the impeller hub is 

generally broken off into a sharp edge at the out?ow 
side so that formation of turbulence and noise could not 
be prevented at this location. Furthermore, with such 
known constructions it was not possible to reverse the ?ow 
direction with respect to the impeller hub since the sub 
sequent application of an in?ow hood at the original out 
?ow side was not possible due to a lack of space. 
On the other hand, with the inventive ventilator it is 

possible to aerodynamically con?gure the impeller hub 2 
at both sides. Since there is likewise formed a bent-over 
collar, generally designated by reference character 2c, at 
the out?ow side of the hub 2 there is not only obtained an 
aerodynamically favor-able impeller construction usable 
in both ?ow directions, rather also an additional stiffen 
ing of such hub. 

It is still further to be mentioned that the hollow spheri 
cal-shaped impeller hub 2 permits simple application of 
the balancing weights from one side both in the forward 
and also rea-r balancing planes, so that the impeller does 
not have to be removed from the balancing machine, as 
was previously the case, in order to be able to apply the 
balancing weights to the side facing the machine. To 
this end, the impeller hub could be provided with a mark 
ing edge for the forward balancing plane. Furthermore, 
the hollow spherical-shaped hub 2 enables adhesive ap 
plication of the balancing weights 1'9; previously such al 
ways had to be either screwed or welded. Adhesive ap 
plication of the weights 19 which is both simpler and 
cheaper is possible with the inventive construction of im 
peller hub 2 because no danger exists that with possible 
failure of the adhesive material the weights can be pro 
pelled away during the balancing operation itself or after. 
wards. In contrast with previous impeller hub shapes the 
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hollow spherical-shaped hub always retains the balancing 
weights within its region. 
While there is shown and described present preferred 

embodiment of the invention it is to be distinctly under 
stood that the invention is not limited thereto but may 
be otherwise variously embodied and practised within the 
scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In combination, an axial ?ow impeller having an 

annular hub with an outer spherical shaped surface por 
tion, a plurality of vane means mounted on the spherical 
shaped hub portion, each vane means comprising a folded 
sheet metal strip incorporating a vane portion and a base 
portion, said base portion having a substantially spherical 
shaped surface corresponding to that of said spherical 
shaped surface portion, means vadjustably securing the 
base portion of said vanes to the spherical shaped surface 
portion, said means comprising a central centering means 
and a pair of clamp fasteners engaging slots in the spheri 
cal shaped hub surface portion whereby said vane means 
on the release of the securing means may be pivoted about 
the central centering means. 

2. The combination de?ned in claim 1, wherein the 
inner opposed surface of said annular hub is also spheri 
cal shaped; and including balancing weights cemented to 
said inner opposed surface. 

3. The combination de?ned in claim 1, wherein said 
centering means is a pivot pin on said base portion and 
an opening in said spherical shaped surface portion for 
accepting said pin. 

4. The combination ‘de?ned in claim 1 wherein each 
base portion is provided with a scale for adjusting the 
angular position of said vane means at the impeller hub, 
said spherical shaped surface portion being provided with 
a respective surface marking cooperating with said scale 
of the associated vane means. 

5. The combination de?ned in claim 1 wherein said 
impeller hub is provided with an in?ow hood in front of 
said plurality of vane means and an out?ow collar behind 
said plurality of vane means. 
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